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ABSTRACT

An issue of object boundary reconstruction is important in depth
image based rendering. For natural rendering, pixel values in
an object boundary should be gradually changed from the back-
ground color to the foreground color. There are two approaches
for this problem; one is blur regeneration by using alpha matting,
and the other is blur transfer by using foreground biased dilation.
The former requires three additional steps, i.e. foreground, back-
ground texture synthesis, and alpha channel estimation. The lat-
ter requires only one step, which is dilation for a depth map. To
validate the effectiveness of these methods, we compare the mat-
ting method with the dilation method. In addition, we modify
the dilation method to improve the quality of the synthesis view.
Experimental results show that the improved method reaches the
state-of-the-arts of the matting method, and its additional compu-
tational cost within 4 ms.

Index Terms — view synthesis, depth image based rendering,
alpha matting, dilation

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, free viewpoint image rendering has attracted increasing
attention [1]. Free viewpoint images are expected as new 3D me-
dia. One of the rendering methods is depth image based render-
ing (DIBR) [2, 3], which synthesizes free viewpoint images from
input images and associated depth maps. Usually, blurred regions
around object boundaries have mixed foreground/background color
into the other sides, and the regions can become artifacts in the
synthesized view.

The problem is mainly caused by edge misalignment of object
boundaries between a color image and a corresponding depth map.
Object edges in the color image always contain transitional pixels,
even if the object is in focus due to sampling and aliasing. The ob-
ject edges in the associated depth map are basically located within
the fuzzy regions of the corresponding color image, and the edges
of the depth map do not have blurs (Fig. 1 (a)). After 3D warping,
the blurred regions of natural images are split (Fig. 1 (b)), and the
region become various artifacts.

There are 3 types of blur treatment; One is blur erasing type.
Mori et al. [2] define the spilled regions by a hard threshold, and
then erase the RGB image in the regions. Next, the erased regions
are interpolated by using the other side view. Zinger et al. [3] pro-
posed an extended method of [2] that adaptively erodes the spilled
regions, and then eroded areas are interpolated by inpainting [4]
with depth information. The erosion process absorbs the whole
pixel information in the area, even if the pixel has useful informa-
tion, such as fractional foreground and background colors. To save
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(a) Color and depth value (b) Color pixels after 3D warping

Figure 1. Misalignment of object boundaries between color image and
depth map.

the erasing regions, we cannot avoid remaining blurred region or
spilled region. In addition, these methods cannot reconstruct blur
the object boundaries. To overcome these problems, following
two types are used.

The other type is blur regeneration type [6, 7, 8], which use
alpha matting [5]. Alpha matting can split blurred regions into
foreground and background regions, and the matting based syn-
thesis regenerates the blurred regions by rendering the split re-
gions individually. Zitnick et al. [6] propose a method that com-
putes matting information from all depth discontinuities, and use
Bayesian matting [9]. Chan et al. [7] proposed a method which de-
composes object boundaries by segmenting and tracking objects.
These methods can perform accurate matting, but require much
computational cost. In [8], the authors propose a method that
computes alpha matting using guided filter [10], and evaluate syn-
thesized image signals with/without the matting method including
the conventional matting method. The method is computationally
effective than the conventional matting method. In addition, the
method has higher PSNR than the conventional accurate matting
method. The matting-based view synthesis methods are effective,
but the method requires 3 times DIBR processing than the non-
matting-based method; foreground warping background warping
and alpha mask warping.

Another approach is blur transfer type, which uses foreground
biased warping [11]. The method just dilates input depth maps to
shift blur from the reference view to the synthesized view. The
method does not generate accurate blurred regions, but the ren-
dered view smoothly connected between foreground and back-
ground. But subtle error exists in the rendered views.

For better boundary treatment, we compare the blur regener-
ation type with the blur transfer type. In addition, we will show
that the blur transfer type can be dramatically improved by using a
slight additional processing. The organization of this paper as fol-
lows. In Sect. 2, we show comparison methods and propose a blur
transfer method. Sect. 3 compares the blur transfer type and the
blur re-generation type. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sect. 4.
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(a) Depth map dilating (b) After 3D warping (c) Hole interpolation and blurring

Figure 2. Color image and depth map conditions of each process.

2. VIEW SYNTHESIS METHODS

The traditional view synthesis [2] of DIBR involves three major
steps: (1) depth map preprocessing, (2) 3D image warping, and (3)
blending and hole-interpolating. For object boundary treatment,
we review two types of the extended view synthesis methods and
show an improved method (See Fig. 3).

2.1. blur re-generation type

The first one is the blur re-generation type, which generates blurred
region uses alpha matting. The alpha matting splits a blur im-
age into three images, which are foreground images, background
images, and alpha masks. Each fore/back-ground image has not
blur. In collaboration with the matting, the view synthesis per-
forms 3 times DIBR processing of the step (1) to step (3) for
the fore/back/alpha images. Then, a blending process of the fore-
ground and background images with alpha mask is also required
as an additional step. Blurs are regenerated in the last step of the
alpha blending. We use the state-of-the-arts of blur regeneration
method [8], which is computationally efficient and has high ren-
dering quality. The bottleneck of the type is the matting process
and 3 times DIBR processes (Fig. 3 upper).

2.2. Blur transfer type

The other is blur transfer type, which renders the blurred region
bound with a foreground region at once. To bind the blurred re-
gion with the foreground region, the method adds a simple process
before the step (1). That is a dilation filter for inputting left and
right depth maps [11]. After the process, foreground depth values
can cover the almost fuzzy/burred regions (Fig. 2 (a)). Warping
with the dilated depth maps, the blurred regions at the boundary
transfer directly to the target viewpoint, and artifacts are not gen-
erated as shown in Fig 2 (b). After the warping, each small hole is
interpolated by the nearest background value (Fig. 2 (c)).

Improved blur transfer method: Our improved method adds
a simple process to the DIBR step (3) of the blur transfer type. For
smoothing signals between the interpolated region and the blur
transferred region, we add a smoothing process for the bound-
ary (Fig. 2 (c)). We first make a boundary mask between the
foreground and background objects in the rendering view. For
making the mask, we use the Canny filter for the generated depth
map of the rendering view. Usually, we can obtain the generated
depth from the intermediate process of DIBR. After generating the
mask, we smooth the masked region by using the Gaussian filter
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Figure 3. Two types of view synthesis for boundary treatment.

(σ = 0.3). The slight blurring dramatically improves the quality
of the rendering images.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In the experiments, we evaluate the basic method [2], the mat-
ting based method [8], the dilation based [11] method, and its
extension proposed in this paper. We use the Middlebury’s data
sets [12], and use left and right images as view synthesis anchors,
and center images as just reference images for PSNR (peak signal-
to-noise ratio) evaluation1. The input depth maps are the ground
truth provided by the data sets. The code can be downloaded2.

Table 1 shows the results of various datasets and their aver-
aged values. In Table 1, the matting based method [8] has the
highest PSNR in the average score. The second best is our pro-
posed method. The difference between these methods are 0.31 dB
in the averaged PSNR. In addition, the proposed blur transfer
method has about 0.61 dB higher than the conventional method
of the blur transfer type, and the additional computational time is
within 4 ms. The additional steps are 2 dilations for input depth
maps (< 1ms), Canny filter for depth map on the synthesized im-
age (< 3ms), and Gaussian filter with a small kernel (< 1ms). On
the contrary, the matting method takes 3 times DIBR processing

1We also use SSIM (structural similarity) for the evaluation, however,
differences among the competitive methods become small. Evaluation
method for blurred region is our future work.

2http://nma.web.nitech.ac.jp/fukushima/research/viewsynthesis.html.



(a) Basic [2] (b) Matting [8] (c) Proposed (dilation + Gaussian)
Figure 4. Zoomed synthesized view of various methods.

(a) Proposed method (b) Matting method

Figure 5. Zoomed synthesized view (Reindeer).

(15 ms ), a matting processing (55 ms), and a blending process-
ing (< 2ms). The blur regeneration type takes over 100 ms for
rendering. Therefore the proposed method is ×5 faster than the
state-of-the arts with only losing 0.31 dB PSNR. Figure 4 shows
the zoomed synthesized images of the “Teddy”. We can observe
contour artifacts in the basic method as shown in Fig 4 (a). The
proposed method (dilation + Gaussian) can soften the contour ar-
tifacts, and the result looks like the rendering result of the matting
method (Figs. 4 (b), (c)).

The proposed method has a limitation. If we have complex
background color or background depth structure, we cannot ren-
der well (See Figs. 5,6.). Figure 5 shows the zoomed synthesized
images at the “Reindeer” of the proposed and the matting method.

In the synthesized image of the proposed method, the blurs
around the object boundary are contaminated with the color of the
middle positional object. This reason is that the proposed method
just dilates the foreground depth value, thus we cannot ignore the
object in the middle position. As a result, the textures of the object
in the middle position and the foreground object are mixed. Fig-
ure 6 shows the zoomed synthesized images at the “Bowling1” se-
quence of the proposed and the matting method. In this sequence,
the proposed method has extremely lower PSNR than the matting
method. We can observe the degraded region in the synthesized
image of the proposed method. The reason is that the input depth
maps are not dilated enough. In this case, the object edges in
dilated depth maps exist in the foreground region or still blurred
region. Thus, after 3D warping, blur around object boundaries in
color image spills background color in the synthesized image, and
the occluded area is interpolated by using around color informa-
tion that comprehend foreground color or mixed color.

(a) Proposed method (b) Matting method

Figure 6. Zoomed synthesized view (Bowling1).

4. CONCLUSION

We improved a blur transfer type of depth image based render-
ing, and compared with a blur re-generation method. The results
showed that the proposed method improves the subjective qual-
ity at object boundaries, and has 0.61 dB improvement in PSNR
objectively. In addition, the proposed method reaches the state-
of-the-arts of the blur re-generation method, which uses the alpha
matting, and the difference of PSNR is 0.31 dB. In addition, the
computational cost is about ×5 effective.

In our future works, instead of using the ground truth depth
maps, we use estimated depth maps, which have accurate bound-
aries, by using the semi-automatic method [13] or the boundary
refinement methods [14]. Furthermore, we will consider the ef-
fects of coding distortions in the view synthesis process [15, 16].
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